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ABSTRACT
Deep Learning is generally another field and it has caught a ton of eye since it gives more elevated level of
precision in perceiving objects than at any other time prior. NLP is additionally one field that has made an
immense effect in our life. NLP has made considerable progress from creating a lucid synopsis of the writings
to investigation of psychological sickness, it shows the effect of NLP. Image Captioning task consolidates both
NLP and Deep Learning. Depicting pictures in an important manner should be possible utilizing Image
subtitling. Depicting a picture don't simply mean perceiving objects, to portray a picture appropriately we first
need to recognize objects present in the picture and afterward the connection between those articles. In this
investigation we have utilized CNN-LSTM based system. CNN will be utilized to remove highlights of the
picture while with the assistance of LSTM we will attempt to produce important sentences. This assessment
furthermore discusses uses of Image Captioning and huge challenges glanced in achieving this endeavour.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Image Captioning, basically, is a programmed
picture caption generator that encourages clients
to auto-create the depiction of the given image.
This task model means to take an information
picture and create a sentence depiction of the
fundamental substance of the picture. Portraying
the substance of a picture in straightforward
language is one of the intricate and principal
undertakings. With the assistance of trend setting
innovation and the accessibility of datasets,
building models has now become a potential
errand.
People, with the assistance of their sight vision,
can characterize and precisely tell the portrayal of
any picture introduced to them. Much the same as
people, Machines have been developing at a quick
rate and can perceive the essential activities
classified by an object, perceive its state and
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highlights. Despite the fact that, characterizing a
picture with exactness in basic and plain language
which is effectively understandable by people has
become a generally new and intriguing errand.
Auto Image Captioning plays out its capacity in a
succession of undertakings. The initial move
towards understanding a picture starts with the
extraction of the picture with its relative
encompassing the following stage, the connection
between the distinguished articles has been
recognized for additional assessment for example
for objects book and table, the connection between
two to be characterized as "the book is on the
table".
When the items and their associations with one
another have been characterized, further valuation
happens in the content portrayal. Arrangements of
words must be placed as it were so when once
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framed it will bode well and legitimize the genuine
relationship of articles set in the picture.
For the main undertaking for example for
separating the highlights out of the picture we have
utilized Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in
this task. It is essential to take note of that
'extracting feature' alludes to eliminating the last
softmax layer in most cases. For the subsequent
part, which is to produce a printed depiction we
will utilize Long Short Term Memory (LSTM).
LSTMs are a special type of RNN which are used to
avoid the long term dependency problems which
often occurs in case of RNNs.

Elamri [3] also proposed a solution based on
CNN-LSTM based architecture only. The model
uses the CNN to extract the features of a given
image, which later is fed into the RNN or LSTM
model. Later the RNN or LSTM model describes the
image in grammatically correct form that can
describe what is going in the image.The paper also
discussed the advantage of Image captioning model
to visually impaired person. To help visually
impaired people in society, image captioning can
come out to be a helpful device if developed
accurately
This paper considers all the previous research that
has been done in this field as of now and is likewise
influenced from those research. The majority of the
works that we have contemplated utilizes CNN and
RNN based design. An intriguing finding that we
have from the past exploration done on this point is
that "adding more layers to the model doesn't really
implies that we will get more precision".

Fig1. Overview of the LSTM
II. RELATED WORK
In Work[1] it was obviously indicated that the Deep
learning has begun getting a great deal of
consideration in most recent couple of years and a
ton of headways have additionally been made in
this field. This is very obvious too when we take a
gander at the details. In 2015 just four effective
articles were distributed however after that the
ubiquity of the field developed dramatically and it
tends to be seen from the way that 57 articles were
distributed in 2017–2018.
Work[2] done by Di Lu and Spencer Whitehead
proposed that another assignment can be made for
which picture depictions will be given as
contribution to the framework. The paper likewise
referenced that the Image Captioning which has
been being used presently does not have the
particular inspiration of elements that frames the
fundamental structure of picture. In this paper,
they additionally proposed the answer for this
issue. The paper recommended that CNN-LSTM
model should be prepared so it will be fit for
producing inscription dependent on pictures spoke
to it.
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Fig2. Table showing the accuracy of different CNN
architectures
III. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
As of now examined in the theoretical, the
fundamental point of this paper is to give subtitles
to the picture in the real time. The dataset that is
utilized for building this undertaking is Flickr8k
dataset. In Flickr8k dataset each picture has 5
subtitles comparing to it. The dataset gives 6000
pictures to preparing purpose,1000 pictures for
approval reason and the rest 1000 pictures for the
testing reason. The undertaking has been
separated into five errands essentially:
Data Cleaning
Getting the Image id from the Dataset and making
a dictionary that will map pictures with the
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captions. The token.txt document has picture id
and captions as sections and from this token.txt
record just we will plan each picture with their
individual inscriptions. The all out words that we
have in our dataset is near around 37000.
Presently we need to diminish this words as this
will impact our calculation and furthermore on the
off chance that a word is coming for less time, at
that point it doesn't bode well to utilize it.
Presently, we have put a limit estimation of 10 so in
the event that a word has recurrence under 10, at
that point we're not mulling over that word.
Subsequent to separating the words based on edge
recurrence we have just 1845 words and this
comprises our jargon word reference.

Vectorizing the vocabulary
In this step, we need to tokenize all the words
present in our vocabulary. Alternatively, we can
use tokenizer in Keras to do this task.

Encoding the Images
Presently we can give a image to our model anyway
as opposed to people, machines can't comprehend
the image by observing them. So we need to change
the photo into an encoding all together that the
machine can perceive the examples in it. For this,
We have utilized the transfer learning for example
we utilize a pre-trained rendition that has been
now taught on huge datasets and concentrate the
capacities from these examples and use them for
our photographs. For this examination, we have
used InceptionV3 pretrained model which has been
already trained on Imagenet. We can without much
of a stretch import this model from keras.

Defining the Model

For outlining the shape of our version, we will be
the usage of the keras model from functional api. It
has three primary steps:
• processing the collection from the textual content
• extracting the characteristic vector from the
photograph
• interpreting the output with the aid of
concatenating the above layers.
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deliver in the event that we need to utilize the
image captioning model for useful applications, at
that point accessibility of cross language preparing
tests are a lot of required.
4.2 Applications
To help visually impaired individuals in the society,
image subtitling can come out to be a useful gadget
whenever grew precisely. The advancement of a
programmed picture captioning framework that
gives exact picture captions as a free framework
can be an extreme assignment. Here, Images that
have been taken can be utilized as a contribution
for auto picture subtitling. Accordingly, the yield
can be furnished with the assistance of noisy
clamor, which can enable visually impaired
individuals to more readily comprehend their
environmental factors/surroundings.

V. RESULTS

IV. DISCUSSION
4.1 Challenges confronted
4.1.1 Detecting Multiple Objects
The models that we have these days can identify
different articles yet models can't generally
decipher the connections present between those
items. Subsequently the model can't generally give
exact portrayals of the picture. Likewise, the
dataset which we have utilized for example
Flickr8k dataset has just 8k pictures. Presently on
the off chance that we need our model to precisely
depicts the picture and that too in linguistically
right structure then we need to prepare our model
on a lot bigger dataset. Discussing huge datasets,
enormous datasets likewise set aside tremendous
effort to prepare in this manner speed of preparing,
testing additionally stays a major issue that is
should have been tended to.
4.1.2 Availability of Datasets
The most widely recognized datasets that are
commonly utilized for Image Captioning are
Flickr8k, Flickr30K and MS-COCO. Presently these
datasets are generally in English. As referenced in
work[] starting at now we have a ton of datasets
which we can use to prepare our model yet the vast
majority of the preparation tests are either in
English or Chinese. This is a significant issue to
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VI.CONCLUSION
Deep learning can give astounding changes in
the general public and lately image captioning has
made significant advances. Image Captioning can
give a ton of uses in different areas like
agribusiness, savvy checking of the frameworks. It
is very stunning to see that image captioning isn't
utilized in spaces like traffic examination which
could be profited a great deal by it. This
examination depends on different articles and past
explores done in the field. The examination
searched for different explicit models and systems
utilized for picture subtitling and we found that the
for separating highlights and substance CNN is the
most appropriate model and is generally utilized
also. For producing portrayal, the models which
are regularly utilized are RNN and LSTM(special
sort of RNN).
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